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Power Units 3, 4 (reactor 
type V-179):
ïCommissioned: Unit 3 ςin 

1971, Unit 4 - in 1972 
ï Installed capacity ς417 We
ïAssigned service life of 

major components is 30 
years

ïDesigned decommissioning 
year: Unit 3- 2001, Unit 4 ς
2002

ïThe comprehensive 
modification and safety 
upgrading program resulted 
in life time extension by 15 
years: 

for Unit 3 ςtill December 2016,
for Unit 4 ςtill December 2017

First generation power units
Units 3 and 4



Service life extension
Reactor pressure vessel
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Nuclear plant service life time mainly

depends on the life time of reactor

pressure vessel as the biggest ñnon-

replaceableòcomponent.



Service life extension
VVER-440 (V-179) reactor pressure vessel life 

management
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By early 1980s  the investigation of 

irradiated materials resulted in 

identification of the dominating ageing 

mechanism for reactor pressure vessel 

base metal and welds:

- radiation-induced embrittlement



Service life extension 
Actions implemented for assurance and justification of reactor pressure vessel 

brittle strength at NV NPP Power Units 3, 4
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Power Unit 3 year Power Unit 4

Reactor pressure vessel annealing 

Mode: t= 430Üʉ, Ű = 150 hours
1987

Cutting out templates from weld No.4 and 
base metal of the reactor pressure vessel 
barrel

1991

Cutting out templates from weld No.4 and 
base metal of the reactor pressure vessel 
barrel

Reactor pressure vessel annealing

Mode: t = 475Ñ15Üʉ, Ű = 100 hours

Reactor pressure vessel annealing Mode: t
= 475Ñ10Üʉ, Ű = 150 hours

Cutting out templates from weld No.4 and 
base metal of the reactor pressure vessel 
barrel

Cutting out templates from weld No.4 and 
base metal of the reactor pressure vessel 
barrel

Cutting out templates from weld No.4 and 
base metal of the reactor pressure vessel 
barrel

1995
Cutting out templates from weld No.4 and 
base metal of the reactor pressure vessel 
barrel

Cutting out templates from weld No.4 and 
base metal of the reactor pressure vessel 
barrel

2003



Service life extension 

Results of brittle fracture resistance calculation 

for Novovoronezh Unit 4
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ʂʦʥʝʮ ʧʨʦʝʢʪʥʦʛʦ ʩʨʦʢʘ ʩʣʫʞʙʳTk=62 
O
C

Tk=30 
O
C

ʊte=181Áʉ

End of designed life time

ʊt=62Áʉ

ʊt=30Áʉ
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Service life extension 
Justification of possibility to extend reactor pressure vessel service life 

for NV NPP Power Units 3, 4
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The calculations performed confirmed that the reactor pressure
vessels of Novovoronezh Units 3, 4 satisfy the brittle strength
criteria in normal operating modes and under emergency
conditions for 15 years of additional service life time



Service life extension 
Design safety level of NPPs 

with VVER-440 (V-179) reactor
(before upgrading)
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The design was made according to the general industrial 

safety rules and regulations acting in 1960-s.

The maximum design-basis accident considered was the leak 

of ND100 pipeline with a limiting ND32 insert.

The calculated core damage frequency (CDF) was:

1.08 Ĭ10-03 1/reactorĬyear.
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Service life extension 
Service life extension actions implemented 

at Power Units 3, 4

1. Comprehensive inspection of the Units

2. Units modification aimed at safety upgrading:

- multi-train safety systems arrangement,

- fire safety improvement,

- equipment reliability improvement,

- radioactive release reduction,

- monitoring and control improvement,

- design-basis accident list extension 

3. Justification of equipment residual service life time, 

replacement of components with their service life expired

4. Development of reports (ISAR) with due consideration 

of all modifications implemented at the Units



Service life extension 
Modification of emergency power supply system

Ç Additional storage batteries and 

direct current panels were 

installed.

Ç The existing first grade alternating 

current emergency power supply 

system was upgraded.

Ç Two additional diesel generators 

(DG 7,8) were installed, 1600 kW 

each.

Ç The second grade 7 kV 

emergency power supply system 

was upgraded for creation of two 

safety system trains.

10
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Service life extension 
Modification of monitoring and control system

Ç Two sets of emergency reactor
protection and control system were
created, based on state-of-the-art
instrumentationNFMI-7.

Ç Two CPS emergency protection sets
were installed, based on process
parameters.

Ç The pulsed reactor power controller
was replaced with an automatic power
controllerARM5˿˾ˤ.

Ç Two sets of reactor power reduction
andlimitation ROM-2CPBwere installed.

Ç Two sets were installed of the unified
technical tools (UKTS) designed for
creation of the logic control devices,
protections,interlocksand alarmsfor the
two safetysystemtrains.

Ç Thereactorplant wasequippedwith in-
core monitoring system basedon V˿R˴ -
V179(ICMS)instrumentation.

11
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Service life extension 
Modification of Process safety systems 

Ç The primary circuit make-up system was 

modified to create two safety system trains.

Ç Spray system was modified to create two 

safety system trains.

Ç FASIVs were installed in the main steam 

lines.

Ç Lever-type safety valves were replaced 

for steam generators and pressurizer.

Ç Additional systems for feedwater supply to 

steam generators were installed at the 

Power Units.

Ç Essential service water system was 

modified to create two safety system trains 

at each Unit.

Ç Leak-tight compartment components and 

equipment were upgraded.

Ç A separate foam fire fighting pump station 

building was constructed housing two new 

pumps.

12
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Service life extension 
Provision of BDBA management facilities 

ü Mobile emergency power supply 

source (mobile diesel 

generator);

ü Mobile pump station for water 
supply to steam generators.



Service life extension 
Ways and methods of accident mitigation
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In caseof a beyond-design-basisaccidentinvolvinglossof power at
Units 3, 4 and failure to supplyvoltageto the de-energizedUnit from
designpower supply systems,the voltage will be supplied from the
mobileemergencydieselgeneratorstation(MEDGS).

MEDGSallows supplying power to auxiliary components both via
preinstalledcablelines,and by layingthe cablesavailableat MEDGSto
the busbars.



Service life extension 
Ways and methods of accident mitigation
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In case of beyond-design-basis accident involving loss of
feedwater, an independent feedwater supply system has been
installed at Units 3,4 using the mobile diesel pump station
designedfor water supplyduring24 hours to at leastone steam
generator in beyond-design-basisaccidentconditionscausedby
completeUnit blackoutand failure of dieselgenerators,aimedat
prevention of secondary circuit heat removal degradation,
stabilization of reactor plant parameters, creation and
maintainingpropercorecoolingconditions.

Themobilepumpstation is completelyself-contained. Thefuel
availableprovides for independent pump operation during 24
hours.
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Service life extension 
Results of the above actions implemented at 

NV NPP Power Units 3 and 4 

1. Deviations of categories 3 and 4 (by IAEA classification) from codes and standards were 
eliminated.

2. The list of design-basis accidents was extended up to LOCA ND100. 

3. In case of BDBA ( LOCA ND200 and over) the limitation of radiation impact was assured 
for personnel, public and environment.

4. Core damage frequency was reduced down to the IAEA recommended level :
Unit 3 - 3.44Ĭ10-05 1/reactorĬyear, Unit 4 ï5.12Ĭ10-05 1/reactorĬyear
(based on the results of PSA level 1).

5. In-depth safety assessment of NV NPP Units 3 and 4 demonstrated the possibility of 
further safe Units operation for additional 15 years.

The cost of Units 3, 4 life extension actions amounted to about $160/installed kW.

The actions implemented allowed to extend the service life time for:
Unit 3 - till 2016, Unit 4 - till 2017



Specific features of the first generation reactor operation during the 
extended service life period
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In addition to the scopeof in-serviceinspectionof componentsand pipelinesof NV
NPPUnits 3 and 4, performed accordingto requirementsof genericprogram ATPE-2-
2011, the following activities are performed at NV NPP aimed at prevention of
equipmentfailuresresultingfrom metaldamage(degradation):

Ç Metal testingprior to technicalinspection.
ÇMetal testing accordingto componentslife managementschedulesduring long-term
operation.
ÇSafetyclass4 pipelinesmetal inspection.
ÇMonitoring erosion-corrosionwear of secondarycircuit piping componentsbasedon
resultsof analysisfor wall thicknessapproachingrejectionlevelfor timely replacement.
Ç In-serviceinspectionof compositeweldsin pipelines.
Ç In-serviceinspectionof studsandbolts in componentflangedconnections.
Ç In-service inspection program for small diameter pipelines in reactor and turbine
departments.



Specific features of the first generation reactor operation during the 
extended service life period

Ç Eddycurrent inspectionof SGheader crossovertubes around the pluggedheat
exchangingtubes,usinga rotating probe.

Ç Thescopeof steamgeneratortubeseddycurrent inspectionis 2000tubesat three
SGsduringeachannualoutage

Ç During SG inter-circuit leak-tightness testing by pneumo-hydraulic aquarian
method an additionaloperation is performedto identify leaksthrough previously
manuallyweldedplugsin defectiveSGheat exchangingtubes(the primarysideof
SGheadersis drainedwithout secondarycircuit air pressurerelief, dried, and the
plugsare inspectedfor water leaks).

Ç A preventive maintenanceschedule was developed, based on the results of
compositeweldsNo.23 inspectionin SGnozzlesND- 1100.

Ç Additional activities based on review of equipment performance failure
investigationreports both at NVNPPandfrom other Concernplants.

18



Specific features of the first generation reactor operation during the extended 
service life period

Monitoring systems

1) Emergencysteam phase (coolant level) monitoring system in Unit 4 reactor
pressurevessel.

2) Reactorvesselnoisemonitoringsystem-ζU˴Sη.

3) ComponentvibrationmonitoringsystemζSUSη.

4) Leakmonitoringsystemζ![¦{η.

5) Anon-line systemis installedfor leaksidentificationby weld No.16 inspectionin all
steamlines.

6) In-coremonitoringsystem(SVRK).

7) Emergencyhydrogenmonitoringinstrumentsare installedat NVNPPUnit 4.

8) Systemfor coolant leak identification by humidity for NV NPPUnits 3, 4 reactor
plants.

9) Safetyparameterdisplaysystem(SPDS)at NVNPPUnits3, 4.

19



Specific features of the first generation reactor operation during the extended 
service life period

Seismic resistance

ÅThemaximumcredibleearthquakeat NVNPPUnits3, 4 site is
4.5 points, while the designearthquakeis3.5 points.

ÅThe geophysicalserviceof the RussianAcademyof Sciences
performsseismicmonitoringof NVNPPsite since2005, using
sevenseismicstations.

ÅOneof the stationsisdigital,it operatesin real time mode.

ÅDuring annual outages-2012-2013 an industrial seismic
protectionsystem(SIAZ)will be implementedat Units3 and4.

20



Implementation of actions based on stress-tests (Fukusima):

ÅProvisionof mobiledieselgenerators;

ÅProvisionof mobilepumpingplantsandmonoblockpumps;

Å Implementationof hydrogenrecombinersat Units3 and4;

ÅPerformance of a set of design, engineering work and
justification calculationsto improve the Units resistanceto
externalimpacts.

21



Parking place of the 
available mobile 

emergency DG station

Parking place for additional 
mobile emergency DG 

station

˽͙͔͔͊ͤͪͯͣͦ͡ ͔ͣͫͭͦ 
ͫͭͦΎ͙ͤ͟ ͫͯ΅͔͍ͫͭͯΌ΅͔͚ 
͙ ͙͔͒ͦͨͦͤͭ͡͡Έ͚ͤͦ ˽˹̂

Parking place of the 
available mobile pumping 

unit (MPU)

Planned parking place for 
the available and additional 

MPU

Monoblock pumps location 
for water supply to 

consumers Monoblock pumps location 
for borated water supply to 
the primary circuit

Monoblock pumps location 
for borated water supply to 
the primary circuit

Implementation of actions based on stress-tests (Fukusima)
Installation of additional components

22



Implementation of actions based on stress -tests (Fukusima)
NV NPP initiative

Justification of confinement protective capabilities (strong leak-tight 
compartments of SGs, main circulation pipesthat are parts of reactor 
confinement):

ÂDevelopment of a finite-element confinement model. Analysis of stress 
deformation fields.

ÂInstallation of monitoring sensors. Confinement stress from internal 
pressure during reactor heating and power development.

ÂCalibration of the finite-element model using the experimental data.

ÂAssessment of confinement load-bearing capacity and possibility of its 
strengthening.

23
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       ʥ̫ʚʘʨɹ         ʬʝʚʨʘʣɹ               ʤʘʨʪ            ʘʧʨʝʣɹ                 ʤʘʡ                ʠʁ ʥɹ               ʠʁ ʣɹ             ʘʚʛʫʩʪ          ʩʝʥʪ̫ʙʨɹ          ʦʢʪ̫ʙʨɹ            ʥʦ̫ʙʨɹ          ʜʝʢʘʙʨɹ

1  -  01.01 - 03.06.   ʆʛʨʘʥʠʯʝʥʠʝ ʪʝʧʣʦʚʦʡ ʤʦɦ ʥʦʩʪʠ ʈʋ ʚ ʩʚ̫ʟʠ ʩ ʜʦʩʪʠʞʝʥʠʝʤ ʤʘʢʩʠʤʘʣɹʥʦ ʜʦʧʫʩʪʠʤʦʛʦ ʧʦʜʦʛʨʝʚʘ
                                 ʥʘ ʊɺʉ ʠʟ-ʟʘ ʦʪʣʦʞʝʥʠʡ ʥʘ ʘʢʪʠʚʥʦʡ ʟʦʥʝ. 
2  -  19.04 - 20.04, 24.04, 10.10, 03.11.  ʉʫh ʢʘ ʢʦʥʜʝʥʩʘʪʦʨʦʚ ʊɸ-9,10.
3  -  03.06.  ʍʦʣʦʜʥr ʡ ʨʝʟʝʨʚ.
       04.06 - 14.07.  ʇʇʈ.
       14.07 - 06.08.  ɿʘʤʝʥʘ ʨʦʪʦʨʘ ʎʅɼ-1 ʊɸ-10.
4  -  02.08.  ʅʘʨʫh ʝʥʠʝ ʚ ʨʘʙʦʪʝ ʆʕ ˉ3 ʊɸ-9.
5  -  04.08 - 05.08.  ʆʩʪʘʥʦʚ ʙʣʦʢʘ ʚʦʟʜʝʡʩʪʚʠʝʤ ʧʝʨʩʦʥʘʣʘ ʥʘ ʢʣʁ ʯ ɸɿ-1 ʚ ʫʩʣʦʚʠ̫ʭ ʦʙʝʩʪʦʯʝʥʠ̫  ʩʝʢʮʠʡ ʩʦʙʩʪʚʝʥʥr ʭ
                               ʥʫʞʜ, ʚʩʣʝʜʩʪʚʠʝ ʨʘʟʨʫh ʝʥʠ̫  ʪʨʘʥʩʬʦʨʤʘʪʦʨʦʚ ʪʦʢʘ ʥʘ ʆʈʋ-220 ʢɺ.
6  -  07.08 - 08.08.  ʇʨʦʚʝʜʝʥʠʝ ʙʘʣʘʥʩʦʚrʭ ʠʩʧrʪʘʥʠʡ.
7  -  09.10.  ʆʩʪʘʥʦʚ ʊɸ-10 - ʨʝʤʦʥʪ ʘʨʤʘʪʫʨr  ɺʇ-26 ʩʠʩʪʝʤr  ʧʠʪʘʪʝʣɹʥʦʡ ʚʦʜr  ʊɸ-10, ʫʩʪʨʘʥʝʥʠʝ ʚʠʙʨʘʮʠʠ
                   ʧʦʜh ʠʧʥʠʢʦʚʦʡ ʦʧʦʨr  ˉ9 ʊɸ-10.

 ɼʘʥʥr ʝ ʧʦ ʥɻʝʨʛʦʚrʨʘʙʦʪʢʝ
ʠʩʭʦʜ̫  ʠʟ 417 ʄɺʪ = 100%

                 ʪrʩ.ʢɺʪ.ʯ     ʂʀʋʄ
ʥ̫ʚʘʨɹ       273151       88,04
ʬʝʚʨʘʣɹ     228600       81,58
ʤʘʨʪ           221805      71.59 
ʘʧʨʝʣɹ        205800       68,55
ʤʘʡ            210796       67,94
ʠʁ ʥɹ            13458         4,48
ʠʁ ʣɹ             89945       28,99
ʘʚʛʫʩʪ        259430       83,62
ʩʝʥʪ̫ʙʨɹ    284536       94,77
ʦʢʪ̫ʙʨɹ      305713       98,41
ʥʦ̫ʙʨɹ       299121       99,63
ʜʝʢʘʙʨɹ     316979     102,17

------------------------------------------
ʀʪʦʛʦ          2709334     74,17
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ʇʣʘʥ     - 45
ʬʘʢʪ     - 40,4
             - 4,6
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Performance history in 2010-2011
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       ʥ̫ʚʘʨɹ         ʬʝʚʨʘʣɹ               ʤʘʨʪ            ʘʧʨʝʣɹ                 ʤʘʡ                ʠʁ ʥɹ               ʠʁ ʣɹ             ʘʚʛʫʩʪ          ʩʝʥʪ̫ʙʨɹ          ʦʢʪ̫ʙʨɹ            ʥʦ̫ʙʨɹ          ʜʝʢʘʙʨɹ

1  -  16.01.  ʋʩʪʨʘʥʝʥʠʝ ʪʝʯʠ ʧʦ ʬʣʘʥʮʝʚʦʤʫ ʩʦʝʜʠʥʝʥʠʁ  ʧʦʜʘʯʠ ʧʘʨʘ ʥʘ  ʉʇʇ -2 ʊɸ-11.
2  -  13.02 - 16.02.  ʆʧʨʝʜʝʣʝʥʠʝ ʠʩʪʦʯʥʠʢʘ ʧʦʚr ʝhʥʠ̫  ʘɻʨʦʟʦʣɹʥʦʡ  ʘʢʪʠʚʥʦʩʪʠ ʚ ʛʝʨʤʝʪʠʯʥʦʤ  ʧʦʤʝɦ ʝʥʠʠ ʂʆ.
                                ɿʘʤʝʥʘ ʊʕʅ ˉ 91.
3  -  24.04 - 25.04.  ʉʫh ʢʘ ʢʦʥʜʝʥʩʘʪʦʨʦʚ ʊɸ-11, 12.
4  -  16.05 - 17.05.  ʆʪʢʣʁ ʯʝʥʠʝ ɻʎʅ - 3  ʠʟ-ʟʘ  ʦʪʢʣʁ ʯʝʥʠ̫  ɺɻʎʅ - 3 (ʧʦʚʨʝʞʜʝʥʠʝ ʪʨʘʥʩʬʦʨʤʘʪʦʨʘ ʪʦʢʘ).
5  -  10.08 - 12.09.  ʇʇʈ.
6  -  15.09 - 16.09.  ʇʨʦʚʝʜʝʥʠʝ ʙʘʣʘʥʩʦʚrʭ ʠʩʧr ʪʘʥʠʡ.
7  -  23.09 - 28.09.  ʆʩʪʘʥʦʚ ʙʣʦʢʘ. ʋʩʪʨʘʥʝʥʠʝ ʤʝʞʢʦʥʪʫʨʥʦʡ ʥʝʧʣʦʪʥʦʩʪʠ ʇɻ-5.
8  -  17.11.  ʇʝʨʝʫʧʣʦʪʥʝʥʠʝ ʬʣʘʥʮʝʚrʭ ʨʘʟ̡ʝʤʦʚ ʥʘ ʧʦʜʚʦʜʝ ʛʨʝʁ ʝɦʛʦ ʧʘʨʘ ʠ ʦʪʚʦʜʝ ʢʦʥʜʝʥʩʘʪʘ
                   ʛʨʝʁ ʝɦʛʦ ʧʘʨʘ ʉʇʇ II ʊɸ-12.
9  -  31.12.  ɼʠʩʧʝʪʯʝʨʩʢʦʝ ʦʛʨʘʥʠʯʝʥʠʝ. ʆʪʢʣʁ ʯʝʥ ʊɸ -12 ʚ ʭʦʣʦʜʥr ʡ ʨʝʟʝʨʚ.

ɼʘʥʥr ʝ ʧʦ ʥɻʝʨʛʦʚrʨʘʙʦʪʢʝ
ʠʩʭʦʜ̫  ʠʟ 417 ʄɺʪ = 100%

                 ʪrʩ.ʢɺʪ.ʯ     ʂʀʋʄ
ʥ̫ʚʘʨɹ       323641      104,32 
ʬʝʚʨʘʣɹ     250729        89,47
ʤʘʨʪ           322387      104,05 
ʘʧʨʝʣɹ        291805        97,19  
ʤʘʡ             300211       96,76
ʠʁ ʥɹ           282161       93,98   
ʠʁ ʣɹ            287898       92,80
ʘʚʛʫʩʪ           83898       27,04
ʩʝʥʪ̫ʙʨɹ    109614       36,51
ʦʢʪ̫ʙʨɹ       312164     100,48
ʥʦ̫ʙʨɹ       298023       99,26  
ʜʝʢʘʙʨɹ     310490     100,08
------------------------------------------
ʀʪʦʛʦ        3173021      86,86

1

2

3 4

5

ʇʣʘʥ   40ʩʫʪ.
ʌʘʢʪ - 33,3ʩʫʪ.
          - 6,7ʩʫʪ.

6
7

8

9

Performance history in 2010-2011
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ɻ ʈ ɸ ʌ ʀ ʂ    ʈ ɸ ɹ ʆ ʊ ʓ    3    ɹ ʃ ʆ ʂ ɸ    ʅ ʆ ɺ ʆ ɺ ʆ ʈ ʆ ʅ ɽ ɾ ʉ ʂ ʆ ʁ    ɸ ʕ ʉ    ɺ    2011ʛ.
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ʄʦɦ ʥʦʩʪɹ, ʄɺʪ

   

       ʥ̫ʚʘʨɹ         ʬʝʚʨʘʣɹ                ʤʘʨʪ            ʘʧʨʝʣɹ                  ʤʘʡ                ʠʁ ʥɹ               ʠʁ ʣɹ             ʘʚʛʫʩʪ          ʩʝʥʪ̫ʙʨɹ          ʦʢʪ̫ʙʨɹ            ʥʦ̫ʙʨɹ          ʜʝʢʘʙʨɹ

1  -  04.01.   ɼʠʩʧʝʪʯʝʨʩʢʦʝ ʦʛʨʘʥʠʯʝʥʠʝ.
2  -  12.03 - 13.03, 20.04.  ʉʫh ʢʘ ʢʦʥʜʝʥʩʘʪʦʨʦʚ ʊɸ-9,10.
3  -  13.05 - 24.06.  ʇʇʈ. (24.06 ʚʢʣʁ ʯʝʥ ʊɸ-9, 26.06 ʚʢʣʁ ʯʝʥ ʊɸ-10).
4  -  26.06 - 29.06.  ʇʨʦʚʝʜʝʥʠʝ ʙʘʣʘʥʩʦʚrʭ ʠʟʤʝʨʝʥʠʡ.

ɼʘʥʥr ʝ ʧʦ ʥɻʝʨʛʦʚrʨʘʙʦʪʢʝ
ʠʩʭʦʜ̫  ʠʟ 417 ʄɺʪ = 100%

                ʪrʩ.ʢɺʪ.ʯ      ʂʀʋʄ
ʥ̫ʚʘʨɹ         317560       102,36
ʬʝʚʨʘʣɹ       284921       101,68
ʤʘʨʪ             313885       101,31
ʘʧʨʝʣɹ          295606         98,46
ʤʘʡ              115370         37,19
ʠʁ ʥɹ              48415         16,13
ʠʁ ʣɹ             299555         96,55
ʘʚʛʫʩʪ          301843         97,29
ʩʝʥʪ̫ʙʨɹ     299948         99,90
ʦʢʪ̫ʙʨɹ       313698       101,11
ʥʦ̫ʙʨɹ        309803       103,19
ʜʝʢʘʙʨɹ      321274       103,55
------------------------------------------
ʀʪʦʛʦ          3221878        88,21
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ʇʣʘʥ     - 45 ʩʫʪ.
ʬʘʢʪ     - 42,5 ʩʫʪ.
             -   2,5 ʩʫʪ.
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       ʥ̫ʚʘʨɹ         ʬʝʚʨʘʣɹ                ʤʘʨʪ            ʘʧʨʝʣɹ                  ʤʘʡ                ʠʁ ʥɹ               ʠʁ ʣɹ             ʘʚʛʫʩʪ          ʩʝʥʪ̫ʙʨɹ          ʦʢʪ̫ʙʨɹ            ʥʦ̫ʙʨɹ          ʜʝʢʘʙʨɹ

1  -  01.01 - 04.01.  ɼʠʩʧʝʪʯʝʨʩʢʦʝ ʦʛʨʘʥʠʯʝʥʠʝ. (ʊɸ-12 ʚ ʭʦʣʦʜʥʦʤ ʨʝʟʝʨʚʝ).
2  -  28.01 - 30.01.  ʆʪʢʣʁ ʯʝʥ ʊɸ-11 - ʪʝʭʥʠʯʝʩʢʦʝ ʦʙʩʣʫʞʠʚʘʥʠʝ, ʨʝʤʦʥʪ ʝɦʪʦʯʥʦ-ʢʦʥʪʘʢʪʥʦʛʦ ʘʧʧʘʨʘʪʘ ʊɻ-11.
3  -  13.03, 07.05 - 08.05.  ʉʫh ʢʘ ʢʦʥʜʝʥʩʘʪʦʨʦʚ ʊɸ-11, ʊɸ-12.
4  -  26.08.  ɸɿ-1 ʧʦ ʩʥʠʞʝʥʠʁ  ʫʨʦʚʥ̫  ʚ ʢʦʤʧʝʥʩʘʪʦʨʝ ʦʙ̡ʝʤʘ ʠʟ-ʟʘ ʨʘʙʦʪr  ʈʆʄ.
5  -  06.09 - 04.11.  ʇʇʈ. (04.11 - ʚʢʣʁ ʯʝʥ ʊɻ-11, 06.11 - ʚʢʣʁ ʯʝʥ ʊɻ-12).
6  -  06.11 - 09.11.  ɹʘʣʘʥʩʦʚrʝ ʠʟʤʝʨʝʥʠ̫ .
7  -  19.11 - 20.11.  ʈʘʟʛʨʫʟʢʘ ʙʣʦʢʘ - ʫʩʪʨʘʥʝʥʠʝ ʫʪʝʯʢʠ ʚʦʜʦʨʦʜʘ ʥʘ ʧʦʜh ʠʧʥʠʢʝ ˉ7 ʊɻ-11.
8  -  26.11 - 27.11.  ʈʘʟʛʨʫʟʢʘ ʙʣʦʢʘ - ʫʩʪʨʘʥʝʥʠʝ ʧʘʨʝʥʠ̫  ʧʦ ʢʦʥʮʝʚʦʤʫ ʫʧʣʦʪʥʝʥʠʁ  ʎɺɼ ʊɸ-12 ʩʦ ʩʪʦʨʦʥr
                               ʚʪʦʨʦʛʦ ʧʦʜh ʠʧʥʠʢʘ.
9  -  31.12.  ɼʠʩʧʝʪʯʝʨʩʢʦʝ ʦʛʨʘʥʠʯʝʥʠʝ (ʨʘʟʛʨʫʟʢʘ ʠ ʦʩʪʘʥʦʚ ʙʣʦʢʘ).
      

ɼʘʥʥr ʝ ʧʦ ʥɻʝʨʛʦʚrʨʘʙʦʪʢʝ
ʠʩʭʦʜ̫  ʠʟ 417 ʄɺʪ = 100%

                 ʪrʩ.ʢɺʪ.ʯ     ʂʀʋʄ
ʥ̫ʚʘʨɹ        286448       92,33
ʬʝʚʨʘʣɹ      282813     100,92
ʤʘʨʪ           314243     101,42
ʘʧʨʝʣɹ         300372     100,04
ʤʘʡ             303558       97,84
ʠʁ ʥɹ           287985       95,92
ʠʁ ʣɹ            292110       94,15
ʘʚʛʫʩʪ         276152       89,01
ʩʝʥʪ̫ʙʨɹ      48767       16,24
ʦʢʪ̫ʙʨɹ            0              -     
ʥʦ̫ʙʨɹ       247012       82,27
ʜʝʢʘʙʨɹ      316214     101,92

------------------------------------------
ʀʪʦʛʦ         2955674      80,92
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ʇʣʘʥ     - 60 ʩʫʪ.
ʬʘʢʪ     - 59,7 ʩʫʪ.
             -  0,3 ʩʫʪ.
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International insurance inspection result
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The insurancerating of Units 3 and 4 is raised up to the
averagerating appliedto other first generationpower plants
operatingin China,GreatBritainandCanada.


